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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Dragonfly Thai from Rolling Hills Estates. Currently, there
are 17 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Dragonfly Thai:
Happy family! Great takeout when you are too tired or busy cooking at home. Very friendly counter staff that will

close your order immediately. Good selection of Thai classics. I would prefer a cold spring roll, but the crispy
version was excellent. The pad Thai was separated with the vaarious ingredients so you can mix them yourself. I

had better pad Thai in Chiang Mai, but I had some that are not so good. This is d... read more. What User
doesn't like about Dragonfly Thai:

We haven't ordered from here in a long time because of a bad experience. We thought we'd give them a try
again...but we still had an issue. Our order was wrong and there was a large chunk of something hard in my

soup. The last time we found a paperclip in our pad thai. We won't be going back again read more. In the kitchen
of Dragonfly Thai in Rolling Hills Estates, traditional dishes are prepared with typical Asian spices delicious,

Here, Thai menus are prepared with the popular spices and (fish-) sauces. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an
important part of Dragonfly Thai. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known dishes too boring can here

approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients taste.
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Mai� Dishe�
GREEN CURRY

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Currie�
PANANG CURRY

Asia� specialtie�
SAMOSA

Sid� Order
BROWN RICE

Drink�
DRINKS

Appet�er_A
SPRING ROLL

�a� specialtie�*
PAD THAI

THAI CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

VEGETABLES

TOFU

MEAT

SHRIMP
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